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Defining digital space through a visual language
1. Introduction

1.1 Overview

The fascination of the idea of an abstract space model for interacting with digital sets of information drove me to write this thesis.

The amount of data in digital form is increasing at a steady pace and so is the usage of this data by an increasing number of people. A space of information has developed which is rapidly unfolding. The space is based on digital data that grew out of a text-based format. With the spread of the use of images and temporal representations, information has become increasingly complex.

The properties of this information space have changed little from its paper-based origins. Anima-

![Image composition of the cityscape of Sao Paolo. Through the composition the original image turns into an image space which looses its perspective quality. The result is a texture of elements. (Image by Sampa at http://pasture.ecn.purdue.edu/~agenhtml/agenmc/brazil/images/sampa1.gif)](http://pasture.ecn.purdue.edu/~agenhtml/agenmc/brazil/images/sampa1.gif)

A Map of the thesis experiments that identifies the general directions that were taken during the process. The respective experiments are placed along those lines.
tion and time-based changes are common but appropriate dynamically computed visual interfaces are lacking. The use of visual feedback could greatly enhance the perception of the space as a whole and develop metaphors unique to the system.

In order to experience a space one has to be able to communicate it to the senses of a human. Vision is an important part of the communication. The visual representation of physical space has undergone several stages over the history of pictorial representation. The thesis will focus on the visual aspects of space. Our contemporary view of space representation is dominated by the perspectival method, a method that assumes a homogenous continuous space that is being projected onto an image plane.

The subject of the thesis is the definition of digital space through a visual language. I understand digital space as the set of all information in digital form. People can access this information space through digital interfaces. I use the definition of space since the set contains both information and a representation of the people accessing it.

The current notion of digital space is dominated by the approach of mimicry of physical space that surrounds us. The idea of a simulated physical space developed out of simulation projects for the military and closely related to the development of real time computing in the 1950's. With the advent of the Internet the notion of the physical space metaphor has outlived itself, The Web is an abstract information space with no apriori dimen-
sions. The thesis attempts to provide a theoretical framework for the development of a model for accessing and monitoring information by establishing a theoretical background.

The work develops the notion of a genuine space for digital information that does not rely on metaphors of other spaces. In order to access the contents of this space there is the need for a communication channel. It is developed through by applying properties of attention based visual interaction. The idea of incorporating attention into the visual language is to make visual interaction a part of the perception.

The problem being addresses is the lack of models for dealing with the ever increasing amount of information in digital form and the expansion of individual digital space. This expansion brings about a need for a more capable model for handling and creating awareness of the social and knowledge context inherent in digital space. The development of a model is important since we rely increasingly on digital space in our professional, personal and educational environments. The potential of the inter connectivity of such a space is under utilized, if only addressed by current access and monitoring technologies.

It ties together a variety of techniques from the field of data visualization into a larger model capable of serving as a platform for interaction within digital space. The goal is to demonstrate the feasibility of attention based visual interaction in the domain of heterogeneous data sets such as the Internet.
The development of the concept of focus and context and the related idea of distortion viewing in the 1980’s introduced the idea of dynamic visual response into the field of computer graphics. The direct visual interaction using information displays as the interface was developed in the “SAGE” air defense system based on the whirlwind computer developed at MIT in the 1950’s. Today’s visual interfaces are mostly static multitasking universal keyboards where buttons are being created to map to specific functional features. The notion of direct dynamic visual interaction has been largely neglected. With both the advances in technology and the miniaturization of the devices the role of interaction and monitoring of digital data will become a problem if performed solely through static interfaces.

1.2 Problem Statement

The task is to provide a model for visual output of digital data in a collaborative space that allows access and retrieval of data through visual navigation based on attention.

Models of visualization operate by mapping data to visual output on the screen. The model can be a direct mapping of numerical values to color values and positions in an array of pixels for instance. More complex models process the input data through a mathematical model as it is the case in perspective models. The Perspective model is heavily used in the digital domain due to its capability of simulating physical space visually. This thesis is trying to define a model for post-perspec-
tive visualization techniques which is paying tribute to the growing importance and reliance on digital data in the professional, educational and personal context. In science the use of statistical visualization models for digital data is common for the analyses of large data sets. Few of this models display dynamic properties though as one would need them in the rapidly changing context of heterogeneous digital data for a broader public. The motivation for the definition of an alternate model comes out of the experience of the increasing complexity of the entities contained within digital space. This is true both for social context as well as for data context as more communication and data exchange is being processed digitally. To communicate these inherently invisible processes to the human perception it is necessary to develop depiction models that extract the genuine properties of the digital medium and translate them into visual form. Important is the structure of the underlying model not so much the superficial resemblance of the visual output since a powerful model will allow the development of a visual language that potentially can function without the use of metaphorical references to physical space.
Thoughts about the Physical Realm and Established Architectural Practice.

An obvious question is where the relation is between the development of a model for the visualization of digital data and Architecture. I believe that there is a strong similarity in the problems Architecture is trying to solve in physical space and the problems at hand in digital space. In both cases the task is to find ways to deal with the complexity of program and the presence and interaction of people within the designed structure. In the case of physical space Architecture articulates itself in physical form through the tectonics of the materials and the composition of space. An Architecture in digital space could constitute itself similar using the tectonics of the digital systems and information as its materiality. The problems of program and inter human communication are similar. Over time Architecture in digital space may develop cultural value and historical depth as its physical counterpart has over the last thousands of years. So it is daring to speak of digital Architecture as an equally developed discipline as its physical counterpart and wrong to simply carry over visual artifacts from one realm into the other. But I still believe that there is a need to develop the digital side further to develop a canon of work that will help to shape and define the discipline.

The profession of architecture has adapted the digital medium over the last decade on a broader scale. Drafting has largely been replaced by digital based drawing and modeling techniques. The computer is of further great use as a simulation tool for finalizing and updating in the design process. 3D modeling software enjoys great popular-
ity as simulation tools to review design decisions in the design process. The geometric capabilities of the software have made it possible to construct more fluid and free form shapes and manufacture them at acceptable cost. In this sense the digital medium has expanded the space of architecture through providing tools that allow realizing schemes too difficult to realize before. It has also profoundly influenced the style of architectural representation. Probably the stylistic influence has been stronger then the technical advances. The availability of the family of “blob” free form-shapes and their coverage in the media and the huge attention architects like Frank Gehry received for their work have caused a paradigmatic shift in schools and in practice.

The majority of the software being used is based on direct manual input by the designer in order to shape their designs. Tools augment the intention of the designer at various levels by employing algorithmic based support in shaping complex three and two dimensional shapes and lines. But the true challenge of giving structure to the new entity of digital data has largely not been addressed by architects. The term architecture is frequently used in the engineering domain and in connection with large-scale systems. To elevate these structures beyond their utilitarian levels and make them experienceable visually is a challenge that remains unmet to date. I believe the trained abilities of architects to design with high levels of synchronous abstraction affords them the ability to address this problem.

Example of programming in design. moss - from Peter Testa's emergentDesignGroup - Markus Kangas, Axel Kilian
The Impact on Architects and their Self Definition - Many architects find themselves challenged by the problems arising out of the growing importance of the digital medium. Web design has become a commodity for Architects. The medium is used for the simulation of physical space rather than explored in its potential as a genuine space of its own. The need is there since enough people make use of this space and spend substantial amounts of time on digital networks. So how would architecture for digital space look like or better be experienced? To develop architecture it is necessary to explore the space at hand, to analyses its properties and qualities.

But there are also more challenging approaches from architects towards the digital medium. The term “Information Architecture” is used among others by the ETH Zurich in the CAAD Lab formed under Gerhard Schmitt. It addresses the approach towards information from a spatial point of view in using the medium as a testing field for imaginary constructs or for the spatial visualization of data sets. There has been a split between those architects that stayed with the traditional profession and those that departed and joined other designers and programmers in the task of defining digital space.
1.3. Purpose - The Importance of Programming

The biggest potential of the digital medium, its programmability, stays largely untouched by most users. Programmability is a unique property of the medium. It is a high level property that is not inherent in the digital information itself. But through the construction of logical statements in digital form, the possibility of a controlled execution of these statements arises. To program means to specify an exact sequence of commands for execution in a machine. In its exactness it opposes the abstract approach of design at first glance. But there is just as in design the possibility to deal with larger constructs abstractly. Programming is a way of interfacing the medium in its own language. The programming languages are two way communication devices that allow the description of processes in human and machine readable terms. Programming is capable of describing process and structures that are arbitrarily complex and get constructed while the program is executed - it is a way to describe structure which produces form. This the point when programming can become design.

The architect is not really faced with the task of imagining the digital medium and how it could be adapted to the task of dealing with architectural constructs. In fact, digital space has its own architectural structure embedded in the machine descriptions. In software engineering one speaks of the architecture of a project and refers to its structural layout, its process flows and procedure and most of all to the higher level abstraction that governs its composition. This could be viewed
as a dividing point between physical and digital understanding of architecture. It is true that a large part of architecture is derived from and embedded in physical space. But that might also have to do with the importance of physical space in our lives and might change with the current shift of many activities into the digital domain. I do not point towards a notion of “cyberspace” since cyberspace as a mere simulation of physicality only doubles the physical reality. I point towards a genuine digital architecture that acts as a bridge between our physical presence and the abstract space of the digital medium. The development of such a cannon of work takes time to develop and will not happen unless there is a greater awareness among those who are considering themselves architects and designers.

How could one address the layout and the experience of digital space? Assuming that the complexity will increase with more information and more people involved in the structuring of digital data sets most likely in a form of the World Wide Web. One central question is which path to go in the development of the experiential qualities. The bodily conceived path that is closely related to our experience of physical space or the path of
abstract understanding of space based on visual and or linguistic properties?
I suggest to go the path of abstraction. The characteristics of digital space should be pushed forward and developed into genuine qualities, which expand our notion of space rather than mimic our physical experience.

1.4 Scope

In my thesis I focus on the visual properties of communication in the digital space because I believe that the visual domain can act as a common denominator in transporting a variety of models and act as the most powerful bridge between our minds, and the abstracted and symbolic information. The central idea of the thesis is the underlying principle of interaction through perception. The point of attention can potentially be used as input for navigation or manipulation of the information that is being read.

Evolving image space - The idea of a visual starting point that evolves in detail through the reading of the accessed space. The visual and organizational structure evolves dynamically in accordance with the visual tracking of the user.

In the process of this thesis I have experimented with a series of visual interfaces dealing with gaze tracking and dynamic visual expansion in response to attention. The results of these inquiries are being combined into a demo operating on digital data from the Internet that demonstrates the advantages of attention based navigation models.
1.5 Necessity for a model for the enhanced handling of data

The data in digital format grows and so does the number of people using the medium. So far the complexity of experience in the medium is rather flat and mostly based on the print and animation metaphor. With the help of dynamic interaction and intelligent data browsing the handling of this content will be easier and will scale better.

The data environment is changing rapidly mainly through the expansion of the data stored and networked in digital format. The use of hierarchical representations is largely rendered useless in understanding the data because of its dynamic properties and size. Essentially the structures to access the data should display relational properties of the data. This involves coping with the dynamic properties of the evolving data set.

Libraries have tried to cope with this problem in physical space by setting up a format of indexing the data and then adding to the existing set based on the initial index. The library model has its limitations both in size and in flexibility since a category has to be found for each new entity and the entity will be retrieved again through that category. In addition to this categorical access, there is also the physical access through browsing the stacks. This technique is interesting in terms of the random finding without search or the additional finding within the context of a category. But overall the library model is too unresponsive and does not scale very well since its physical accessibility is limited.
The digital format with its ability to be dynamically adapted or updated suggests more powerful and appropriate models of interaction. Currently the main interaction is based on search engines that crawl the web spaces they can access and catalogue the found data very much like in the library model. The problem is that the searched data is “dead” in the sense that it is not directly connected with its source which means a change or activity there will not be “dynamically” recognized.

More powerful would be a contextual visual representation of the information that allows for the parallel perception of many data entities at a higher level without having to go into the detailed description for accessing it. The context would allow for meaningful browsing of the data based on the visual clues. Most important is that the data could communicate with the system in dynamically organizing itself in response to the user rather than the user adapting to a predefined structure.

In approaching this goal I have accumulated a series of examples and inspirations in the arts and sciences that will help to define and conceptualize the later experiments.
2. Background

2.1. Context

2.1.1 The Use of Image space

Historically the issue of image space has played an important part in the arts and science. The painter was in a way at the forefront of information visualization and expression of thought. In the middle ages with widespread analphabetism the image was beside speech the main information medium. The carrier of imagespace has spread out over other media. Traditionally image space has been static due to technologic limitations. With the advent of time based imagespace there was a shift towards the simulation of physical reality through photographic reproduction. The concept of using the imagespace as construct depicting a worldview was confined mostly to the arts. Perspective introduced science into painting by establishing a model for the depiction of a Cartesian space onto a two dimensional plane. The perspectival model puts its main emphasis on the existing physical world and is therefore limited to visible things. More abstract ideas or meanings have to be encoded into symbols within the image construction.

In the early 20th century the idea of the image space was resurrected with expressionism, cubism and futurism. The image space again captures more than the perspectival construction could produce by including a multi faceted view of the world as an extension of the individual view of the painter. The tendency from early abstract
imagespaces of computing, as for instance in SAGE air-defense system radar monitoring, the shift was towards a simulation of visual aspects of physical reality. The arts were slow to adapt the extremely expensive and expert technology and therefore the examples and the innovations arose mostly out of the military, government, and corporate environments.

2.1.2 The Interface and its History in the Use of Metaphors

The interaction with computer systems was based on a symbolic; mostly text based interaction, which developed out of the earlier hard wired or punch card interfaces. The abstract space of machine language is the closest one can get to the character of the machine. But its closeness to the machine structure also causes it to be alien to the untrained human. This alienation caused the development of interfaces to access the machine in more understandable terms.

The development of the interface is a history of the use of metaphors. The use of metaphors makes sense for the introduction of a new technology since it ensures a certain familiarity in approaching it. It is also technological justified through the use of pre-existing technology and its incorporation into a future system that requires continuity. One major metaphor introduced with the development of the personal computer is the metaphor of the desktop. Second is the usage of the visual output as a reconfigurable keyboard, which in combination with the mouse creates an infinite possibility of button configurations. Both
the button and the desktop metaphors rely on the notion of physical objects that are mapped to certain functionality.

The desktop metaphor has proven itself in making the personal computer a mainstream device that most people can use. The limitations of the metaphors become visible as the information space becomes more complex. There is only a certain amount of things a person’s attention can handle simultaneously. As more applications and information inputs come together in a limited visual environment such as a monitor, the task of observing and putting the events into a context becomes increasingly demanding.

The approach taken by current operating systems is mainly to hierarchically organize the data in a tree file system. The shortcoming of a hierarchic file system is the lack of overview and the need for categorization. Similar problems arise with graphs as with the WWW.

There have been approaches to visualize data spaces using three-dimensional spaces in perspectival view using avatars to navigate them. In these spaces the benefit of the space metaphor is far outweighed by the inefficiency in usage of the image space and the tendency to get lost within a space that does not provide the sense of orientation in relation to the body.
2.2. Related work

2.2.1 Precedents in the Field of Information Visualization

In the field of attention based viewing the work by Spence and Apperly from 1982 “The Bifocal Lens” and “The Hyperbolic Browser a Focus+Content technique for visualizing large hierarchies” by Lamping and Rao and Leung’s “A review and Taxonomy of Distortion-Oriented Presentation Techniques” provide a context for this work. Sheelagh and Carpendale provided an extension of distortion viewing techniques with their paper “Extending Distortion viewing from 2D to 3D”. The papers deal with visually accessing data through the expansion of sub-areas of the visual display. The goal is to provide a focused view of a detail of the data set while leaving it within its context in a digital visual environment.

Apple has adopted some principles of attention based visualization in their new operating system MacOSX. The file icons do not have a fixed size anymore but adjust their size on the desktop to the room that is left on along the screen width. The transition between an open page and an icon is done smoothly through an animation in order to let the user see where the file is going. Upon moving once mouse over the icons they are scaled up around the point of attention. This is the first clear incident of a dynamic visual response in a desktop environment and with the increased general available processing power probably only the start of a series of changes in the visual interfaces of the desktop computer.
All the examples are based on static topologies of the data set in either a hierarchical tree form in the case of “hyperbolic tree” or a grid based data set in the other examples. While this is enough in the case of existing static data sets the limitations of the static topology becomes less efficient in dynamically changing data sets like the web.

A number of dynamic examples are collected on the very informative (in year 2000) site “atlas of cyberspace” site. Luc Geradin from the Graduate Institute of International Studies, implemented the project “Cyberspace geography visualization - Mapping the World-Wide Web to help people find their way in cyberspace”. which he describes as

“A method has been developed and implemented to create a representation similar to geographical maps. Toward this end, self-organizing maps (Kohonen neural networks) and a distance matrix method have been used to produce two-dimensional maps with a distance-representing relief structure for regions of the World-Wide Web. The prototype actually permits creation of maps with up to several hundred resources depicted on them, but the method is scalable in its spirit. These maps are dynamic and show the location of the current resource in the map. They also allow you to jump to any resource that has been mapped. They therefore provide a new perception of the space we are navigating.” [Luc Giradin, http://www.girardin.org/luc//cgv/]

It is an interesting example because it uses the metaphor of a geographic map but develops it new out of the properties of the space he is trying to define. This produces a readable result that follows its inner logic and at the same time relates to previous reading experiences with geographical maps. But most important it updates and adjusts itself dynamically as the space it depicts does.
Ben Fry Master’s thesis in the Aesthetic and computation group at the Media Laboratory is an excellent example of an innovative approach towards the handling of very large data sets and the problem of interacting with them. Ben Fry uses both image and 3D representations of data structures. The goal of his work is to construct an organic entity, which exhibits response both to the manipulations of the user and the changes in the data structure it is representing. In one of his examples Ben Fry uses a book text by Mark Twain and parses the words assigning them positions in three dimensions based on the frequency of their usage. Over time a pattern of usage is being established which allows certain judgements on the structure of the text.

The thesis attempts to demonstrate how to combine novel and previously established principles of visual information handling into a space model that responds to the changing information context that could, in a later version, replace the desktop metaphor. The thesis is being written to combine aspects of spatial navigation with the principles of attention based visualization in an attempt to define a model for digital space.
2.3. Image Space Precedents in the Arts

2.3.1. Medieval painting - Erwin Panofsky - Perspective as symbolic form

The homogenized space of mathematics lead to a departure of the visual space and tactile space of the human perspective. Panofsky defines perspective as

"...The point when turning the actual material the image is displayed on meaningless since it is turned into a window into the depicted space, where all of the space is constructed following the principles of the model. By turning the perception of space into a mathematical formula the general notion of a worldview was cropped to that of window into Euclidean space. This world view does not have room for the complexity of thought and expression any more that was incorporated into the non-perspectival paintings." [Christopher Woods]

An important point in the development of painting. The completeness of the view of the world in a painting is given up in favor of a mathematical correct depiction model. This was a scientific achievement since for the first time it was possible to work with a visual representation that was not tied to an individual but could be correctly reproduced through a mathematical method by everyone following the rules. One cannot underestimate this achievement for the sciences at a time when painting was in that sense still a part of science. It was however, in terms of the communicating a worldview from an individual point of view still not satisfactory. Mathias Gruenewald, a painter in the late period of Gothic painting had mastered perspective in earlier paintings but in many of his late work he chose the non-perspectival painting
technique over perspective.
I do agree with Woods about the loss of complexity of thought and expression in the perspective paintings. This might be attributed to a transition phase in which the artists had to develop a new language for perspective.

But there is a fundamental difference in the spaces of pre-perspective painting as opposed to the perspective one. One is image space and the other is Cartesian space. Medieval painting fundamentally treats everything as objects on a plane. Empty space only exists as the in between of objects on the image plane. In perspective space is homogenized and everything in it is treated equally as the voids around it since it is subject to the same rules. This gives a tremendous amount of freedom in the arrangement of the objects in image space to the medieval painter. The visual composition is the driving force behind the spatial arrangements not the absolute position in a homogenized space. This allows for very compact and highly specified arrangements in the visual space spanning multiple times and locations and unifying them in a common plane for the viewer. The scaling of the objects allows the attribution of meaning to the objects based on the judgement of the composer rather then on their position in space. Woods quotes Panofsky on the impact of perspective on the viewing of a painting

“For instance after showing how difficult it has been since the Renaissance to overcome the habit of seeing in linear perspective, Panofsky makes the point that this habit was no more an arbitrary imposition upon the public eye: for the linear perspective employed by the painter is “comprehensible only for a quite specific, indeed specifically modern, sense of space, or if you will, sense of the world. (p.34)
World carries a heavy burden here it is more than the physical universe, it is shorthand for experience in general.” [Christopher Woods]

The world Panofsky is referring to here is a rather interesting term in connection with painting since from a contemporary view most people would refer to it probably by an image of our planet earth or an abstract idea of a global whole. But does the view from space capture the essence of the worldview? There is more then the physical presence to the world if one understands it as a complex set of relationships and dependencies that make up its political and cultural existence. But these abstract clues seldom manifest themselves in physical form and even less often do they coexist in the same physical location that would make it proper to visualize them using a perspectival model. One way around this problem would be to bring together the different sites and objects together into a coherent singular space. But that does not solve issues of scale and continuity.

2.3.2. Painting as Formulation of Thought

Woods asks the question

“Does this mean that the experience of space is somehow central to, or generative of other experience?” And continues. The association of experience in general with the experience of space is the first of two successive links that together connect world views to paintings (and to other concrete formulations of thought) The second link in the chain is the relationship between the experience of space and the construction of paintings.” [Christopher Wood]

Is there an adequate way to express the experi-
ence of space in an image that will not be connected back to the person who perceived the experience? It will certainly differ from the optical image perceived on the retina of the viewer at the time since the experience includes a context of experience which will be lost in the optical image. Perspective gives equal importance to all aspects of space with a homogenous scaling of the parts based on the relative position of the viewer. According to Christopher Woods the ability and willingness to read perspective is routed in modernity when he states:

“Modernity is characterized as an epoch whose perception was governed by a conception of space, expressed by strict linear perspective. ...This expression is evidently a simple and derivable relationship; it is a species of equivalency or mimesis. It is the mimesis of the optical impression that strikes me as the most obvious shortcoming of the perspective view in this context. As the human processes the information received and analysis and weighs it according to his or her knowledge and assembles an understanding of the scenery the optical impressions gets altered and enriched and filtered based on the individual. The perspective allows through the composition or through its symbolic overtone for some additional information but basically has to fight against its own laws to do so.” [Christopher Wood]

The painting tries to recreate correct reconstruction of the visual space that is set equal to the physical space by means of the laws of construction. One can only see what is present. It seems like the construction of a mental image, a representation of the imagination of the artists worldview was shifted away from the visual imaginative level into the symbolic narrative level.

Albrecht Dürer set up for the construction of perspectival images from nature. The mathematical construction governs the position of the lines [Albrecht Dürer, Draughtsman Making a Perspective Drawing of a Woman, 1525]

Mathias Gruenewald was capable of perspectival image construction and used it but in many of his most important work he chose the freedom of free spatial composition over perspective to construct his extremely rich image spaces. [Mathias Gruenewald - Isenheimer Altar, 1515]
2.3.3. Link between Image Space and the World

"Again there is an initial link between "space" and "world" this time accomplished by a chiasmus that crosses the familiar term Weltanschauung with the new term Raumvorstellung." [Christopher e. Wood]

Raumvorstellung or the idea of space or the understanding of space is essentially the concept of space underlying the image. It is a part of the image and necessary for its reading. It also sets the framework for the construction of the image.

"The arbitrariness of direction and distance within the modern pictorial space bespeaks and confirms the indifference to direction and distance of modern intellectual space [Denkraum] made it perfectly corresponds both chronologically and technically, to that stage in the development of theoretical perspective when, in the hands of Desargues, it became a general projective geometry" [Panofsky (p 70)]

The transformation of perspective into a tool for the visualization of space independent of its content could be viewed as its departure from being an artistic style. Panofsky describes this transition point:

"And precisely here it becomes quite clear that aesthetic space and theoretical space recast perceptual space in the guise of one and the same sensation: in one case that sensation is visually symbolized, in the other it appears in logical form (p 44-45)

The transition of sensation into logical form in perspective requires a different language and sensation that cannot be understood when isolated from the understanding of the viewer's sensation. The symbolic visualization can be read only with knowledge of the symbols involved since they make up a part of the world at the moment of creation. I also would argue that the perspective in its logical construction had to incorporate symbol-
ism in order to make up for the loss of freedom in the arrangement of the objects.

2.3.4. On Innovation in the Arts

Panofsky general remark about the phenomena of cycles in artistic innovation are most interesting to me in the context of this thesis since I believe that digital art is undergoing a similar process in its rapid development. Panofsky says:

“When work on certain artistic problems has advanced so far that further work in the same direction proceeding from the same premises, appears unlikely to bear fruit, the result is often a great recoil, or perhaps better, a reversal of direction. Such reversals, which are often associated with a transfer of artistic leadership to a new country or a new genre create the possibility of erecting a new edifice out of the rubble of the old; they do this precisely by abandoning what has already been achieved, that is by turning back to apparently more primitive modes of representation (P. 47)”

These more “primitive” modes of representation allow for a new approach towards a medium or task without being forced into thinking patterns of earlier creations. The primitive approach also allows the redefinition of starting parameters and thereby avoiding falling back into tracks established by previous attempts. Panofsky continues introducing Hegel:

“The Hegelian notion that the historical process unfolds in a sequence of thesis, antithesis and synthesis appears equally valid for the development of art. For all stylistic “progress” that is, each discovery of new artistic values must first be purchased with a partial abandonment of whatever has already been achieved. Further development, then, customarily, aims at taking up anew (and from new points of view) that which was rejected in the initial onslaught, and making it useful to the altered artistic process. (P 28)”

At the transition point from non perspective to perspective space there are many examples in transitory state - like in this example of the bed scene where the foreground figures are scaled as large as the center of attention in the back although the furniture in the foreground which follows perspective is larger then the persons. [Image webmuseum Paris]

An odd example of the use of perspective in connection with a non rational event using the rational construction of perspective to depict it. [Image webmuseum Paris]
This is certainly true for the connection of space and perspective in the digital realm where the artistic challenge derived from the digital medium have been tackled largely through the use of physical metaphors derived from a notion of Cartesian space which has become predominant in advances of real-time visualization.

“The distinction between Panofsky’s antique and renaissance perspective is this: the ancients produced superficially false pictures because they would not abandon what they knew about the truth of perception. (p.43) This assumes that the object of representation was not the thing itself but our mental image of it (Sehbild). Indeed it is far from obvious why anyone would want to reproduce the results of vision (Indeed Wittgenstein wondered how one ever could do so).”

This is a question that has appeared to me repeatedly while viewing attempts of visualization of architectural form in space as well as in artistic expression in digital space. What value does the use of Cartesian space have that justifies the limitations in expression brought about by its logical constructs? One reason is certainly the ready availability of the Cartesian space model both as a mathematical construct and as a functioning tool implemented in the machines being used. I wonder whether it is even possible at this point to produce recoil from the mathematical space model back to a more “primitive” space out of a belief similar to the ancient belief of the truth of perception.
2.3.5. Cubism

Nicolas Pioch defines cubism as follows

“Cubism, highly influential visual arts Style of the 20th century that was created principally by the painters Pablo Picasso and Georges Braque in Paris between 1907 and 1914. The Cubist style emphasized the flat, two-dimensional surface of the picture plane, rejecting the traditional techniques of perspective, foreshortening, modeling, and chiaroscuro and refuting time-honoured theories of art as the imitation of nature.

Cubist painters were not bound to copying form, texture, color, and space; instead, they presented a new reality in paintings that depicted radically fragmented objects, whose several sides were seen simultaneously.”

Cubism is the continuation of the departure from realism in the arts of the late 19th century with expressionism. It is radical in the sense that it returns to the image plane and rejects the mathematical derived model of perspective and replaces it with a highly subjective, individual component in the visualization model. The view of the painter is not reproducible and in that sense non scientific. But the attempt of the cubistic painters was to provide a more holistic approach in their expression of the world supplying a view that is an experiential account of the painter externalized in form of a painting.

Cubism appears in the context of this thesis since I believe that the digital medium is at a similar point in its artistic and utilitarian development as the arts were when cubism came to the foreground. Perspectival visualization models are generally available and are dominating visual expression in spatial regards. The popularity of software like flash for instance shows the need for more abstract visualization techniques, which
allow for a variety of models for the visualization of ideas and information.

What motivated cubism in the arts I can see as a pressing problem today in the realm of digital data. Solutions are necessary to deal with parallel process and multiple views of a data entity for instance in collaborative work. It is not “only” an artistic task but also a technical task to develop models to come up with a reproducible depiction method that extends perspective as cubism did it for the arts at the beginning of the 20th century.
3. Theory

3.1. The Visual Interface

The visual interfaces created for the thesis were tested with a head mounted gazetracker with head movement compensation in order to get insight in how the scanning process of visual perception influences the visual interaction. The difference between the use of a hand moved mouse and a gaze tracker lies in the coupling of visual reading and interaction of the gaze tracker as opposed to the mouses’ disjunctive movements. To use the eye derived point of attention allows using subconscious reaction to visual stimuli whereas the mouse requires a more conscious decision to operate. This is valuable in the case of dynamically responsive visual interfaces since the interaction time is reduced. Current difficulties include the additional processing time necessary for the eye tracking that causes concurrency problems and the accuracy of the tracking device. The use of the point of attention as the interaction device poses the question how to cope with more complex situation where a simple pointing action is not sufficient. I was inspired by a number of books and articles that deal with the theme of memory construction and ideas of augmenting mental processes through external representations.

3.1.1 John Maeda – “Design by Numbers”

John Maeda’s “design by numbers” language focuses at the core of digital design, the art of creating expression through programming the medium. DBN is a unique interface since it pro-
vides a language interface that aims at helping to teach the fundamentals of computational design rather than to provide a predefined mapping of functionality. Very few commands are defined for the user. They are divided into output methods like line draw and operational methods which govern the flow of the command sequence as for instance the repeat structure.

“DBN is both a programming environment and language. The environment provides a unified space for writing and running programs and the language introduces the basic ideas of computer programming within the context of drawing. Visual elements such as dot, line, and field are combined with the computational ideas of variables and conditional statements to generate images.” [John Maeda, description of DBN on dbn.media.mit.edu]

Although the approach of a programming language with graphic emphasis is not unique the design of the language and its coupling to the 100x100 pixel output is. It is an educational interface which helps to introduce people of various backgrounds to the world of visual expression through programming. The structure of the language becomes an integral part of the aesthetics both as inspiration and limitation of the design space. The language interface is an integral part of the design process.

3.1.2 William J. Mitchell – “The Reconfigured Eye”

William Mitchell explored the influence of digital techniques on the domain of images in the art and public perception. He shows various examples of how computational processes are used in reconfiguring the visual expression and content of the
modern image. The image is being traced in its role in history and the increasing role of manipulation in the production of images as an instrument of control.

It becomes clear that the image can serve both a simulated reality or as a claim to truth. The book published in 1992 shows early signs of the deteriorating of the belief in Cartesian space depiction as the sole truth in image representation. The digital medium opened up new ways of manipulating the image data and became a common process part of image production.

3.1.1 David Kirsch

The work of David Kirsch - “Complementary strategies: why we use our hands when we think” lays out the importance of complementary strategies. In his paper he refers to physical representation and the rearrangement of physical objects to aid the thinking process. He states

“Typical organizing activities include pointing, arranging the position and orientation of nearby objects, writing things down, manipulating counters, rulers or other artifacts that can encode the state of a process or simplify perception”. A key idea is in using the hands to think since “... Sometimes the best way to solve a cognitive problem is by adapting the world rather than adapting oneself (page 2). He concludes “Intelligent creatures amplify their cognitive abilities by adapting their environment of action to environments where they can get the best results from their limited resources.” [David Kirsch p 2]

The visual environment of the digital space is usually not perceived as an environment that allows for the adoption Kirsch describes for the physical environment. But especially the digital visual environment with its adaptability is ideal to augment
the mental processes of the human with the help of visual clues. These visual clues have to provide some form of memory to allow the human to hand over part of their mental state to the system in order to free up mental resources.

3.1.2 Marvin Minsky’s K-Lines Theory

The theory of memory and memory retrieval for the human mind has been discussed by Marvin Minsky in his book “Society of the mind.”

“Most theories of memory suggest that we learn or memorize something, some representation of that something is constructed stored and later retrieved. This raises questions like

How is information represented?
How is it stored?
How is it retrieved?
Then, how is it used?

This paper tries to deal with all these at once. When you get an idea and want to remember it, you can create a K-Line for it. When later activated the K-Line introduces a partial mental state resembling the one that created it....."
be applied for the dynamic expansion of the level of detail. An initial visual clue that takes up only a small portion of visual attention could expand to a set of information if visited by the point of attention.

The visual representation of knowledge is a multi-layered problem. There are images that depict their information visually. Although the information they represent maybe conveyed through the use of symbols. This is an important point since symbolic visual representation does not obey the same rules as sub symbol based information. For instance symbol based information does only scale to the point the symbol can still be read. This is the case in text where readability is only possible if the text is at the symbol level. This limits the use of symbolic visual information in dynamic visual systems.

3.1.5. Alfred Ultsch “Hybrid Systems.”

Alfred Ultsch follows these problems in his paper “Hybrid Systems”. The article makes the distinction between symbol-based knowledge and sub-symbol based. Ultsch defines “Hybrid systems are identified as systems which are in a transitory stage between symbol based knowledge and sub symbol based knowledge.”. The use of visual information produces hybrid systems where text and image are mixed and the boundaries between symbol based and sub symbol based information are fluent.
3.1.5. Richard Held and Alan Hein “Movement-produces simulation in the development of visually guided behaviors”

The thesis claims that it is necessary to search for alternative space model beside the metaphor of physical space and its perspectival depiction. This has to do with the connection of the body with the space and the problem of the disconnection of body and space in the case of visualization of a physical space model visually. An interesting paper by Richard Held and Alan Hein “Movement-produces simulation in the development of visually guided behaviors” sets up a series of experiments to explore the connection between body movement and the visual perception of space.

“Full and exact adaptation to sensory rearrangement in adult humans requires movement produces sensory feedback. Riesen’s work suggests that this factor also operates in the development of higher mammals but he proposes that sensory associations are the prerequisites. To test these alternatives stimulations of the active member (A) of each of ten pairs of neonatal kittens was allowed to vary with its loco motor movements while equivalent stimulation of the second member (P) resulted from passive motion. Subsequent tests of visually guided paw placement, discrimination on a visual cliff and the blink response were normal for A but failing in P.”

This suggests the importance of a previous experience in the ability to use metaphors efficiently and also the close connection between body movements and the visual input in order to produce a notion of space. The use of physical space in the visualization of digital information is therefore strongly connected to the experiences we have in physical space. A large part of information is abstract and does not have a physical represen-
tation and requires the translation into a physical object in order to be visualized. If the qualities of the simulated space leave their physical precedent the lack of experience of physical motion makes its understanding difficult or even useless. I would argue for the development of visual properties of a digital space that rely on abstract principles to avoid the loss of connection to the simulation and improve the efficiency of the space model in the use of abstract information.

3.1.5. Stuart K.Card, Jock D. Mackinlay, Ben Shneiderman -“Visualization Using Vision to Think”

There is a body of research related to visual interaction and display of information. The most recent publication on the topic - “Information Visualization - Using vision to think” accumulated a series of papers on the topic. A lot of work has been done in the static display of raw data in visual form. There is a range of projects dealing with spatial displays of numerical data. The authors identify a number of topics they view as unsolved issues in the field. Among them they name

"...
4. Collaborative visualizations
People often work on problems together. While some systems have begun to explore shared visualizations, there is much more that can be learned...

6. The perceptual analysis of dynamic information displays. Much work remains to be done to understand dynamic displays and how they work perceptually.

7. Advances in the science of dynamic spatial cognition There is currently a growing literature in spatial
cognition. This literature needs to be connected to information visualization and the spatial cognition of dynamic display explored..."

The work is intersecting in aspects of collaboration, dynamic display properties and the attempt to construct space. The aspect of collaboration has also been explored by a previous thesis in the SPORG group. The work “filter mediated design” by John Haymaker addressed collaborative communication through a shared digital object that was accessed by various expert with their individual view achieved by a filtering technique.

The theory of information visualization is strongly influenced by the work of Edward Tufte with his series of books, most important “visual explanations” where he defines the aspects of well designed data visualization in a paper based environment. Tufte values density of data within his examples and clarity of layout. Many of the parameters are strongly connected to the quality of paper based displays and do not easily translate to the screen resolution. Eventually the problem of limited screen resolution will disappear with advancements of technology. A more fundamental difference is the time factor that comes into play with time based displays. Tuftes theories are focused on the parallel evenly distributed display of information and leaves it to the person to navigate it visually.

3.1.8. Joachim Sauter “Zerseher”

Joachim Sauter from art+com, based in Berlin Germany created an installation in 1991/1992 that focused on interactivity of the computer as a...
medium. They describe the piece

Interactive Installation 1991/92
The observer finds himself in a museum environment, a framed picture hanging on a wall. Upon coming closer, the viewer notices that exactly the spot of the picture he is looking at is changing under his gaze. Our motivation for this project was the fact that, at the end of the 1980's, people were still looking at the computer primarily as a tool and not as a medium. The painter exchanged his brush for the mouse, but he used it to do almost exactly the same things that he once did on an analog basis. For us this was art with computers, not the beginning of computer art. With this installation we have thus tried to promote one of the most important media qualities of the computer, namely interactivity.

I find this piece important because it does away with the notion of goal directed interaction and replaces it with an interaction that is derived from perception. The perception of the piece provides the input for altering the piece. The interaction does not require a conscious decision by the user but only his or her presence. The painting becomes a visual piece of information in transition and is altered through the act of reading it. This thesis is inspired by these aspects of the work and tries to develop them further and develop non destructive methods for modification through perception.

3.2. Definition of Image Space

3.2.1. Set of all images displayable in one medium

The digital screen uses a finite number of pixels to display its information. This limited amount of pixels plus the range of colors makes up a combinatorial set of images that can be derived from
a display. The set of all possible images for a display device resembles the universal library that contains all possible works of literature from a given language. The problem with both sets is the overwhelming majority of elements in the set are meaningless. This is more problematic with the combinatorics of the letter symbols into words and sentences since the rules permit only certain combinations. The image combinations are not limited since they are not judged solely by their symbolic meaning but in visual terms.

To watch a TV display the noise of a no-reception signal basically means to experience a part of the set of all displayable images of that particular screen. It is a visual language that gives these signals meaning either based on the precedents of earlier images one recognizes or through the abstract meaning of these patterns within a language.

### 3.3. The Role of Attention

#### 3.3.1. Perception=Interaction

Perception is directly connected with the visual point of attention. The visual point of attention is not necessarily directly connected to the mental point of attention. But there is a correlation between the mental activity and the visual point of attention in cases of visual activity like reading or viewing an image. This connection however vaguely could be strengthened through creation of a feedback loop between the viewed entity and the point of attention making the user aware of his or her visual point of attention. The powerful aspect of this principle is that the decision based
interaction can be at least partially be integrated into the perception part of the interaction - making the visual exchange more powerful and smooth. Similar like a good salesperson who knows the customer would predict certain moves or wishes by reading the eyes of the customer a visual feedback system could help to establish a meaningful response of the interface based on the point of attention.

3.3.2 Gaze Tracking

A preverbal partially unconscious form of interaction with visual Information. Possible to be used for interest prediction and dynamic feedback. The technique of gaze tracking is still a rather bulky one due to the dependency on large hardware that needs to be worn close to the eyes. But the concept is a powerful one and there are prototypes using camera tracking and the like, which promise advancements in the usability of the systems. The hope in developing the eye tracking systems in the first place was to defer cognitive processes from the movement of the eyes and thereby to be able to make assumptions about the mental point of attention as well. The use of gaze tracking in this thesis goes beyond the analysis of the eye movement by using the eye position as input in the image generation.

3.3.3 Dynamic Visual Feedback System

The combination of perception with interaction by using gaze tracking produces a dynamic visual feedback system. Important is the continuous

An early model of the image as a attention topology where the depth of the model equals the level of attention to the part of the image.
adaptation of the feedback to the users’ actions in order to prevent discontinuity in perception. Visual continuity in the flow of interaction allows for dynamic navigation patterns, which are useful for the viewing of large entities of data, where constant disruption in the perception could lead to disorientation. The change in the visual interface always allows a smooth transition between its visual states. In contrast to button based interfaces where the pressing of a button causes the replacement of the previous display and a distinct step based navigation model is applied. Visual continuity provides a seamless navigation model where the movement on the interface is mapped to the navigation position and the visual display is both information and navigation.

3.5. Interface Development

The typewriter paradigms. In the development of interfaces the keyboard has probably played the most dominant and least flexible role. The key layout has remained mostly unchanged since the very first widely used commercial typewriter in the 19th century, based on the argument that costs and time involved in retraining the employees already accustomed to the initial layout would be too high to justify the effort for a redesign. In a sense the keyboard is a paradox in the age of the computer, the fully determined universal machine. Each key maps to a specific letter that appears on the screen upon pressing the key. Essentially the process is still the same as 100 years ago with the difference that there is a vast sequence of digital intermediate processes involved compared to the mechanical mapping of the 19th century.
The mouse is much more suited to the universal machine since its functionality is only based to a small extent on its physical mechanism. The functionality comes about through the mapping of its input onto the visual display that again provides the user with visual feedback. Ironically large parts of today's screen interfaces are based on button like visual clues very much like the keyboard but this time in digital format. Through the mouse it is therefore possible to have rapidly changing interfaces without dependency on physical distribution but the idea of pressing unique buttons for a mapped functionality stayed the same.

A question would be how to derive further developed interfaces in the face of increasing complexity of the information involved. One approach would be to simplify the visual output and have a hidden intelligent system in the background make the decisions what to display. This is in a way the state of the current system where a desktop metaphor is chosen to provide initial familiarity with the system and hide internal processes from the inexperienced user. I believe this is a valid approach in the limited range of introducing first time users to an unknown system. But the problem is that the metaphor does not hold up with increasing knowledge of the system but rather stands in the way of a deeper understanding of the processes involved. The model that for every key/button there is a unique or meaningful event is misleading as well as the use of object icons as representations of collections of data. The uniqueness of events does not correspond with the simple procedure involved in re-mapping an event. A dynamic model of mapping would be
much more desirable. The use of objects to stand for groups of bites which themselves can be read in different groupings producing different results oversimplifies the structure. It also suggests an object like simple recombinability, which is not true in most cases. Ted Nelson illustrated that in one of his early speeches about the copy and paste function of the early Macintosh. He argued that the whole idea of copy and pasting involved the working with parallel shreds and pieces of information. On a table-like surface not losing any of the pieces involved and going through different iterations of collaging.

A suggestion for the rethinking of the visual interface and therefore also for the representation of the digital space involves the introduction of dynamic world models that are both responsive to the attention of the user and internal changes. It might prove helpful to give up the notion of a digital mapping of the actions of the users and rather find an analog expression for the intentions of a user. In that sense the navigation of three-dimensional space might prove useful.

The Dymaxion Map is the only flat map of the entire surface of the earth that reveals our planet as it really is an island in one ocean without any visible distortion of the relative shapes and sizes of the land areas, and without splitting any continents. [Top Image Peter's Projection of the world, Lower Image Buckminster Fuller]
4. Design and Decision Criteria

4.1 Themes

4.1.1. Interaction through Perception

A fundamental theme evolving out of the principles described is interaction through perception. The idea behind this theme is to use the process of perception in the navigation of the data that is being viewed. If perception tells us something about the information we are looking at, why can we then not use the process of acquiring that information visually a navigational process? This requires the analysis of the perception process while it is taking place for instance through the use of eyetracking. This data can then be used to enhance or anticipate the perception process by projecting the patterns that were discovered in the future and thereby helping the person view the data and at the same time navigate it. The connection of two processes can create problems of dependency of the two processes on each other but at the same time it allows for a dynamic real time response of the viewed information in order to support the viewers intention.

4.1.2. Omnipresence of the Entire Space within the Visual Frame

Our bodily presence is set in physical space where the laws of optics restrain our natural vision to the cone of vision that projects from our eyes. This cone limits the amount of space that can be viewed at one time. The majority of the space stays invisible and has to be recreated from...
memory whenever it is not directly viewable. This has the side effect that the complexity and number of objects a person has to deal with is limited optically which helps in the processing of that information.

In digital space the notion of a viewing cone might be considered as a means of limiting complexity as well. This is being done in perspectival simulations of physical spaces. But the more interesting task is to cope with the omnipresence of all information within the dimensionless set of digital data. The model follows the theme to conserve the omnipresence of all data and to render them to the screen at all times. This offers the possibility to visually access any content within the frame of perception directly through line of site and it abolishes the notion of movement as a necessity to experience space. Movement is replaced by the shift of focus.

4.1.3. Attention based Navigation

All navigational issues in the model are closely related to the point of attention. The point of attention is either represented by the mouse or preferable through an eye tracker system. As a direct input factor it is to unsteady and direct. It requires mediation to produce useful input since the normal scanning process of the human eye is very unsteady. The experiments explore different methods of mediating the point of attention and memorizing its path in the visual space. Over time the different paths affect the visual space and thereby feed back into the perception of the person viewing the space.
4.1.4. Problems in the Application of the three Themes

The problem of the interdependency of perception and interaction can lead to negative feedback loops that prevent successful navigation. Another problem might be the misinterpretation of the users' moves in the perception stage preventing him or her to access the desired information.

The presence of all information within the visual frame causes the problem of overcrowding on the limited screen area. The presentation of relational data structures poses the problem of having to be precise on the one hand but on the other hand having to be visually informative and to avoid redundancy. This is often a problem in the visualization of large sets of relational data. The large amount of linking lines and the rather large spacing distances create a level of visual complexity that is hard to read and very wasteful in the use of the visual resource. The thesis attempts to use proximity rather than line links in establishing relations between the visual elements.

The use of the visual point of attention brings about the question of the validity of the use of the visual point of attention to predict the mental point of attention. As we all know the distance between them for instance in the case of staring while drifting off in thoughts can be quite substantial. The assumption of how to avoid this problem is to use the visual response of the image to synchronize the mental and the visual point of attention. With the visual response the visual point of attention gets stimulated and reactivated.

An early example of distortion viewing as illustrated by Albrecht Dürer in the proportion study of humans. The topology of the object stays the same as the geometric relations a shifted.

A diagram of the projector that connects the global data set with the individual viewer. A sequence of steps is necessary to process the data from the global set to the individual frame of perception.
4.2. Interface Definitions

4.2.1 A Dynamic User Interface

The visual interface demonstrates dynamic properties in its reaction to user interaction. The mouse movement is used as the point of attention and is constantly being considered in the visualization of the interface. The reaction of the interface is dynamic because it does not require a decisive action by the user like clicking or dragging in order to interact with it but gets continuously updated based on the position of the point of attention. The interaction is not hierarchical layered but horizontally organized with each state of the interface being adjacent to another connected through continuous transitions.

4.2.2. Distortion Viewing and Focus and Context

A technique that maps the point of attention to the geometry of the viewed space. The mapping causes the distortion of the geometry of the display while leaving the topology of the image intact.

A potential expansion of distortion viewing is to make the view inflicted changes in the geometry permanent. The geometry then acts as a memory device over time and for other users. The accumulative effects of the distortion viewing lead to an alteration of the viewed space helping the user to determine their path. The effects of the point of attention can spread out over a wide time spectrum allowing for a wider range of response of the geometry to the movements of the user. A quick move might only affect the immediate surround-
ings, whereas a slow and long move may influence a large portion of the geometry. The same is true for the quickness of the response.

It is a technique that is avoiding the shortcomings of zooming where the context of the enlarged information is lost. It is achieved by scaling the context in order for it to fit within the displayable frame beside the enlarged detail of the focus point. Focus and Context is helpful in viewing situations where it is important to have a very high level of detail and the detail requires the embedding in its surrounding context to be meaningful as in the case of maps for instance. Ramana Rao and Stuart K. Card applied the principles to large table collections.

(Ramana Rao and Stuart K. Card)

4.2.3. Dynamic Expansion of the Level of Detail

The expansion of the level of detail is a way to deal with visual scaling of information. With decreasing size the image information gets scaled down and thereby visually compressed. The simplest approach is to take visual representation of the information viewed and generate higher resolution versions of it. It can also mean to provide additional context for the viewed information node which was not recognizable at the lower level of detail. It has been implemented in the timeline piece, where upon the expansion of the image additional text based information is displayed. This is a very simple version of possible dynamic expansions. Symbol based information is the most difficult case since the symbolic information has a threshold of readability connected to its size.
4.2.5. Omnipresence of all Elements at all Times

The principle of omnipresence comes from the fact that a networked digital set of information is theoretical equally accessible in all its parts at all times. This means that all information is present everywhere in the space at all times. In visual terms this means that all visual representations of the information nodes are viewable providing direct line of site to the user.

Omnipresence of all data within the visual frame of the user is closely related to the focus and context principle. To provide the user with an overview and context of the entire data set gives a sense of the scope of the experience and helps to position any following navigation moves that are being performed later.

4.2.6. History of Interaction influences viewed Space

Most navigation techniques do not involve the sense of leaving a trail or altering the space that one is visiting. A possibility is to make the user more aware of his or her actions is to use the history of the person’s moves to alter the visualization of the respective data. This makes it easier to return to previous data and helps to create...
context based on the individual actions. The space stores the behavioral pattern of the user and responds based on the stored navigation data. For instance in the grid line experiment each node has a memory of how long it has been visited. This value is used in determining the speed of the expansion of the cell when a user is over it. The more frequently it is viewed the quicker is the scaling response. Preferred areas become accessible quicker that way and the space adapts itself to the behavioral pattern of the user.

4.2.7. Collective Property of Digital Space

The advantage of the digital space is that it puts few limitations on the amount of people sharing the same data. The goal is to create a sense of user awareness and the ability to share the experience of the data and collaborate through the digital space. In order for the application to scale well the idea of visualizing the users as nodes in the data is not necessary the best way to go. The examples explore the possibility of visualizing other users mainly through their effect on the viewed data. For example through the scaling of a particular visual representation in accordance to the frequency of visits to it. This allows one to perceive a far greater number of users. Once one focuses onto a particular node the information of the individual users could become explicitly visible to the extent that direct interaction becomes possible.
4.2.8. Individual Viewing of Global Sets of Data

One way of dealing with complex and unknown sets of information is to allow the individual to alter the data arrangement. As David Kirsch puts it

“... sometimes the best way to solve a cognitive problem is by adapting the world rather than adapting oneself (page 2). His concludes “Intelligent creatures amplify their cognitive abilities by adapting their environment of action to environments where they can get the best results from their limited resources. “(page 2- Complementary strategies: why we use our hands to think - David Kirsch)

The key argument is the adaptation of the environment in which the individual thinks in. David Kirsch refers to the hands as the manipulator of the physical environment to help our cognition. In a digital environment the manipulation could be achieved through the eyes by giving them the ability to manipulate the visual data that is being viewed. The environment of action is in this case the visual environment. The act of viewing and accessing the data creates an individual arrangement of the data and therefore helps in processing it.

Scaling of pixel based information- 1 scaling - two recombination based on matching rules (not implemented)
4.2.9. Global Data Set Constellation is being influenced by the Individual Act of Viewing

In addition to the constellation achieved through the individual viewing, the personal arrangements influence the global arrangements. In this way the collective actions of the users create a representation of the accumulated actions of all users.

4.3. Principles

4.3.1. Characteristics of the Proposed Model of Digital Space

The information is in digital form and content is identified by grouping sequence of digital data together into a content carrier or elements. These elements are currently fixed entities like images or text blocks but in future implementations should be thought of as re-combinable. A fundamental shortcoming of the element model is the specification of the information in the form of discrete parts. As a static set this might be useful but as the set becomes larger and a lot of the information elements contain redundant information the element principle might prove to be less successful. If redundancy could be detected and novel parts in respective elements be merged into a new entity. The best model would be. To purge the discrete elements and work with a pool of visually represented clues. Problem of abstraction/representation. Text can not be compressed without loss of content. Can be symbolized - necessity of analysis by who by humans or by agent type processing. Symbols with meaning or abbreviation

The following list describes the characteristics of

Quadtree model connected to the point of attention of a user

Navigation generates the space that is being viewed
the elements in their behavior within the model and the principles of the visual model in general.

- The visual frame of perception is finite in area but can contain an infinite amount of elements.
- No element leaves the visual frame of perception.
- Elements avoid occlusion.
- Elements are expanded based upon the amount of attention they receive.
- Elements are attracted to the point of attention.
- Each user has one moving point of attention and arbitrary many stationary points of attention, also referred to as "bait".
- The point of attention increases the visual weight of the element it is related to.
- The space is distorted through the user's viewing.
- The distortion of the space is stored in the structure of the space and effects later viewing.

Vocabulary of Visual Reactions of the Elements to the Point of Attention.

- Scaling - sub areas are being scaled in relation to the surrounding elements increasing visual exposure.
- Movement - increase or decrease of the speed of elements in relation to their surroundings.
- Shifts in color and or shade in relation to the surroundings.
- Merging of visual entity based on their neighbors - overcoming the principle of atomization.

The scaling of the elements as a way of response to users point of attention opens up the question of how the scaling can be accomplished. Visual compression - visual compression in the form of scaling is possible to the point of the
resolution available however, visual content is not necessarily obtained from the scaled version. One possible strategy is the grouping of clusters into patterns representing higher-level concepts.

The Fractal properties of visual entities.-The attention to one point of an image is dynamically creating a higher level of detail in the specific area and causing an increase in the percentage taken up by that entity in relation to the total screenspace. The increase in detail of the viewed area is achieved through the fractal subdivision of the space cells in that particular area. In terms of a grid it can be described as a binary or quad tree principle in which an area is consecutively subdivided into smaller sub areas that add up to the whole.

The Relation of the individual view to the global set of data in multi-user models - If the model is expanded to incorporate multiple users additional rules are necessary to determine the relation of the individual constellations of the users to the global data set. If each user views an individual constellation of the data elements, what properties are used to determine the global layout of the elements involved? Is the visual representation of a user necessarily a visual clue or could it also be one step removed the effects of the attention on the space? Through the experiments with the simulation of multiple users in one visual space it seemed preferable to represent the other users beside the viewer not explicitly as a graphical entity but rather only through the visual reactions they trigger in the elements. With this technique it is possible to scale the model more easily
since the visual complexity is not increasing with the process of scaling up the number of users involved. The accumulative effects of viewing the set of information is affecting the global set. The individual viewing of each user feeds back their preferences into the global set which makes it visible to all other users in the form of a collective point of attention.

These visual principles are the foundation of the visual language. They are by no means complete but they provide ways of articulating the interaction between the point of attention and the visual interface.
4.3.2. Design Criteria

The outlined characteristics were then used as design criteria for a simple model of digital space. The criteria of the model are:

- Dynamic visual response to the point of attention of the user which involves no other action then viewing the elements
- Provide a collaborative space for an arbitrary number of people for higher level collaboration and monitoring
- Dynamic expansion of the level of detail when an element is being looked at
- Visual proximity stands for elements being related.
- Data elements are self-organizing within the visual field providing a presorted view
  - Stationary points of attention called the baits, act as attractors to the elements based on the content of the element. This allows for visual search using proximity as the matching criteria.
- Have the actions of one user affect the views of the other users
- Create the image space in a way that it has memory of the actions that took place in it - which will influence further actions. The memory acts as a mediator between many users.
- Providing long-term clues of change in addition to the immediate response.

These design principles were explored in the following set of experiments that focused on parts of the criteria and subsequently builds up more layers of functionality.
The initially uniform grid gets distorted through the accumulative effect of attention from the point of attention of the viewer.

4.3.3.1. Fixed Topology

The grid tracks the point of attention and each cell contains an attention counter that is constantly updated. The scaling is row and column based to keep orthogonality. I later found similar work by Y.K. Leung from Swinburne University of Technology in his paper “A review and Taxonomy of Distortion-Oriented Presentation Techniques” featured in the collection Information visualization - using vision to think and by Ramana Rao and Stuart K. Card “The table lens...” from Xerox Palo Alto Research Center.
My implementation of the distortion grid differs from previous implementations in that it uses a simple accumulative attention tracking system where each cell has a counter which is used in determining the final proportion as opposed to the formula based approach of the earlier work. The difference is mainly that the cells have a sense of history since their expansion takes some time to restore itself and therefore the users movement pattern is visible over time. In addition I explored the notion of history in the navigation of the grid. The interesting effect is that if the navigation history is drawn as geometrically based on the center of the cells visited in time, the geometry changes constantly while the topology remains the same. If the same technique is applied to drawing on an attention sensitive image space the effect is that whatever is being drawn gets constantly changed by the following actions. This effect will be explored in the later experiments.

A linear, point of attention sensitive, line of elements. This model allows for the possibility to have all elements constantly present in the frame of perception and glide through them. The focus point increases the scale of the element. A click on the element stores the current attention status in the element and causes it to be more prominent among its neighbors. It can therefore be easier found visually. The topography of the elements represents the viewing history. It gives an overview of the preference for elements among greater numbers and very fast seamless access to each component. In addition to the visual scaling of the elements, is a dynamic expansion of the level of text, which is being displayed once a certain threshold of attention is reached. This makes it possible, in spite of limited viewing space, to provide longer verbal description in addition to the images.

The linearity of the installation gives a sense of time in the arrangement of the elements and is therefore a possible way to illustrate linear historic image data while allowing the counter position of certain time periods utilizing the points of attention.

The drawing example where the line changes the geometry of the previous lines drawn. This is an interesting effect since each addition changes the arrangement from a perceived point of view and in this case actually changes the numerical represented geometry as well.

A visual variation using diagonals in the grid cells which makes the changes in proportions more clearly visible through curving patterns of the diagonals of neighboring cells.

Another example of an attention grid, which works with an algorithm, based distortion of the cells and a superimposed accumulative memory for attention in each cell. This allows quick individual access to all cells but also incorporates the advantages of the memory of attention of the previous examples.
A color-based attention grid.
The technique is the same as in the grid example. The difference is the way it is visualized. In a neutral state the image space is unstructured and uni-colored. Upon acting in it the changing grid cells influence the color of the cells causing the grid structure to emerge out of the homogeneous color space.

An example using “Les tres riches heures”, a French painting from the sixteenth hundred century and applying the fluid transition of the attention grid to it. It is interesting to see the spatial model of the medieval image come together with the dynamic distortion of the grid. The relative scaling of the persons and objects in the original image is heightened by watching it through the grid setup.
provides an overview over the set of images with
dynamic scaling of the images within the context.
This principle of grid distortion was published by
Y.K. Leung from Swinburne University of Technol-
ogy who applied it to maps among others.
I independently developed this method again with
the idea of distortion of Cartesian grids to allow
a response to the users interaction with an image.
The advantage of the grid-based distortion is that
the topology of the viewed data set remains stable
whereas the geometry the visualization is subject
to the viewing based distortion.
The piece uses the painting “Les tres heures” in
demonstrating the similarity of distortion viewing
principles with the medieval image space with its
fluid transition between the scales of objects and
people in the composition and therefore also in
the representation of space. The image reveals
additional text based information upon certain
expansion of a subarea. The use for Map naviga-
tion is a striking one as previously published by
Y.K. Leung since it allows the user to browse
without losing context when shifting to larger
scales. I applied the principles to the idea of a grid
memory where certain cells are given information
and can be revisited for retrieval of this information
later. The navigation is accomplished through the
point of attention. A last example is the use as an
image library where the previewing and scanning
of large bodies of images can be done fast and
efficiently.

An example showing the use of the grid with
an image library of 100 images from a television
series “message from uncle”. Photos are
easy identifiable at small sizes and can then be
examined at larger scales while leaving them
in their topological position.
Text blocks appear when the point of focus has reached a threshold level.

Individual elements scaled based on the composite magnitude of attention.

Composite curve of attention

The linear arrangements of image elements is responsive to the point of attention.
A linear, point of attention sensitive, line of elements. The model allows to have all elements constantly present in the frame of perception and glide through them. The focus point increases the scale of the element. A click on the element stores the current attention status in the element and causes it to be more prominent among its neighbors. It can therefore be easier found visually. The topography of the elements represents the viewing history. It gives an overview of the preference for elements among greater numbers and very fast seamless access to each of it. In addition to the visual scaling of the elements comes a dynamic expansion of the level of text which is being displayed at a certain degree of attention if an element is reached. This makes it possible, in spite of limited viewing space, to provide longer verbal description in addition to the image.

The linearity of the installation gives a sense of time in the arrangement of the elements and is therefore a possible way to illustrate linear historic image data while allowing the counter position of certain time periods by using the point of attention.
Swarm implementation - changing topology based on the attracting forces of each element. The space sorts itself visually through the introduction of several points of attention.
4.3.3.2. Loose Topology.

After the initial series of experiments it became clear that the limitation of the fixed topology outweighs its advantages if applied to more general sets of information. For an image library with very similar elements the fixed topology with neighbor relations makes sense, however, for evolving sets of information with diverse properties it seemed more plausible to come up with a method that allowed for reconfiguration of the neighborhood relations.

The following series of applets dealt with the possibility of allowing not only for a dynamic geometric response but also for a topological one, meaning the position of the elements relative to each other is not fixed anymore. This allows for a greater variety of responses to the activity of the user and allows for a recombination of the data. The first set used simple autonomous moving elements that are attracted to the point of attention of one or multiple users. The example shown here works on a set of dots distributed over the color spectrum. The combined actions of two points of attention each positioned at the opposite end of the color spectrum sorts the 10000 dots dynamically in a visual way.

The flock starts out with a random distribution of 10000 elements with a color distribution over the whole spectrum. Each element has a directional tendency based on its color towards one of two points of attention.

As time evolves the flock develop patterns around the points of attention based on their color. This allows making visual assumptions on the position of elements of a certain color range.

Clicks of the mouse allows the inversion of the forces and repel all the elements to the perimeter.
An implementation of the binary tree model with 100 hundred point of attention simulations accessing the content carriers. The lines are showing the selected next node.
Integration of the Distortion Viewing - The next step was to integrate the distortion viewing principles back into the model. The fifth example shows an image space with elements. The elements are responsive to the point of attention by scaling their display size. The dynamic response is at the level of the element. Each element rearranges its position in the topology based on attraction to the point of attention and autonomous movement. The model avoids occlusion of elements to allow direct line of site to each element at all times. The model contains a binary tree space subdivision model to speed up collision detection for large number of elements. In addition, the dynamic space partitioning is intended to be used as a space-scaling device where each sub cell is being scaled up by attention taking a greater percentage of the overall screen area. The elements therefore get scaled based on the sub cell they are contained in.

An early sketch of the intended configuration of the image space drawn by hand. Showing the elements in a frame of perception plus representations of users, which are now only represented through their point of attention. The colored areas stand for the idea of “bait” in the image space for the grouping of elements and the retrieval of information through visual “keywords”.

The implementation of the piece required the use of a fast collision detection technique to allow the scalability of the model without having exponentially increasing collision checking time in the computation. This goal is achieved by using a binary tree space subdivision that dynamically adapts to the density of elements in the area by creating subdivisions until the maximum density threshold is passed.

Both trees are displayed with their elements turned off. The first is a 15 level 10 element example. The second one is a 20 level subdivision with 5000 elements in it. The computation time increases linear with increase of elements.
The density of the image space at a total of 10000 with the binary subdivision grid turned on. The pattern of the grid reveals the density of the elements.
As the number of elements increases, the density increases. Each element competes for maximum size in the given display area and therefore also for exposure to attention. As the elements collide they limit each other’s growth. If the point of attention hits an element its growth rate increases and it will grow faster than its neighbors. This principle was applied to very simple networked versions where 100 simulated users interact with several hundred elements and their distribution of attention. The goal is to see clusters of elements around groups of attention and use the space as a mediator between the points of attention of many users. Instead of displaying each user explicitly the space acts as a mediator through the relative scaling of the elements to each other.

A distributed model where the multiple users are logged in the same shared dataspace. Each user has their own view of the dataspace. The presence of the other users is visible through the mapping of their point of attention into the space. This does affect the scaling relations of the elements to each other.

As the number of elements increases, the density increases. Each element competes for maximum size in the given display area and therefore also for exposure to attention. As the elements collide they limit each other’s growth. If the point of attention hits an element its growth rate increases and it will grow faster than its neighbors. This principle was applied to very simple networked versions where 100 simulated users interact with several hundred elements and their distribution of attention. The goal is to see clusters of elements around groups of attention and use the space as a mediator between the points of attention of many users. Instead of displaying each user explicitly the space acts as a mediator through the relative scaling of the elements to each other.

The interface with about 40 elements introduced and as they are distributing themselves across the visual frame.

The same interface with 1000 elements show the scalability of the system also visible is the dynamic adaptation of the subdivision of the space based on the density of the space.

The same interface with 1000 elements show the scalability of the system also visible is the dynamic adaptation of the subdivision of the space based on the density of the space.

The space with 10000 elements and the background texture represents the density mapped to darkness of color.
The image space memory implementation after approximately 10 minutes with the point of attention signified by the circle on the top right. The space has deformed itself according to the movements of the user. The form of the line bunch reflects the actions that took place over time in the imagespace and therefore memorizes them.
4.3.3.3. Reactive Space - Visual Memory

The following variations focus on the aspect of image space long-term memory. So far the elements demonstrate an immediate dynamic response to the point of attention. By giving the image space memory of its state it becomes possible to have long-term reactions. Essentially this means that space starts to move based on attention and its effects influence its state. The closest comparison I could think of is a geologic landscape that is being shaped by external and internal forces over time. One standing on such a landscape is unlikely to experience any immediate change. The landscape is however, in constant flux at different scales of time and also shaped by the very people that look at it.

The implementation is a pointer model where each pointer has a tendency to aim at the point of attention. The quickness of the response depends on the distance from the point of attention. The speed of the change is exponential to its distance to the point of attention.
The image space as an implementation of “space pointers” which react to the position of “bait” and the point of attention of users by orienting themselves toward them at a distance dependent speed. This creates a temporary memory effect in the image space since the pointers readjust themselves slowly.
A combination of the distortion viewing principle with the space memory principle. The space reacts immediately to the shift of attention but also has long-term memory of the accumulated actions. Through this layering of properties the directness of access to all parts of the space is obtained as well as the shaping of the space through the actions of all users interacting with it.

The purpose of this is to be able to scale up the number of elements and users without reducing the visual clarity of the display since the other user are experienced as mediating the changes in the space. The changes in the space cause a clustering or dispersion of the elements in certain areas creating various foci of attention. These clusters can be viewed as areas of higher activity where more information flows in order to get exposure to attention.
An implementation which overlays the direct view over the distorted view giving detail and overview at the same time.
As the last stage of the development I superimposed distortion-viewing techniques over the space memory principle.

The use of the distortion model is combined with distortion principles by using a hyperbolic scaling technique for the element space. The benefit of combining the distortion viewing with the space pointing memory is useful since it allows rapid access to each part of the space but also creates a history in the image space over time.

The incorporation of the bait principle adds the notion of Stationary points of attention to the navigation. This piece is notable for its depth of image space and intuitive navigation.

The layering of the interaction between interface and the user represented as the point of attention.

A different state in the navigation with the elements spread out more sparsely connected to the bait.

Next stage of the process when the point of attention is shifted from the main area to the right.

An implementation which overlays the direct view over the distorted view giving detail and overview at the same time.
A visual browser displays a fixed topology in a dynamic geometric constellation. All nodes have attention memory and are scaled while being viewed.

The nodes are grouped radially around their parent and can rearrange through rotation. Adjacency signifies the connection rather than line connections that would take up more space.

Sketch of the visual browser developing the idea of adjacency of the linked pages in expressing the sequence of pages.
Navigation of large databases through visual history. The last piece tries to connect the notion of a visual accessible history to the principles of attention based navigation. The node structure expands similar to infinite streams always one level beyond the users current position and thereby creating on the fly the space that can be navigated. Once accessed all nodes stay visible and their scale represents the amount of attention spent on them over time. Thereby the user gets a visual feedback of both the paths he or she has taken and also a sense of the relative importance of each of the steps taken in time. The application was used with the WWW as an example graph. Each page is being dynamically uploaded to its maximum size and a screenshot is taken in the background and the image is scaled to the node size. The html page is parsed for links and for each link a child is created ahead of time if the node has reached a certain level of attention.

It uses a graph-based navigation where each navigation node is attached peripherally to its parents and is able to slide along the edges and rotate its orientation based on the center of its parent.
5. Application

5.1. Application Scenarios

5.1.1. Image Library

A very direct implementation of the described principles is the creation of an interface for the visual browsing of large sets of images in a grid like fashion. The user accesses the entire set of the collection through a visual interface based on two dimensional mapping, and browse through the visual data directly with dynamic scaling of the viewed images.

5.1.2. Visual History and User and Context Awareness for Web Browsing

In a web navigation context the application could be the use of the visual layout of a navigation history and the introduction of user awareness a through relative scaling of the visual elements relative to the amount of users looking at the content. The visual structure will help to locate previously accessed data through the visual context and make it possible to read content in parallel rather than strictly sequentially.

5.1.3. Way Finding Composite Maps for Individualized Way Descriptions

An expansion of the individualized viewing space would be the compositing of heterogeneous visual data into individual data entities. One example could be the construction of demand based way finding maps that display experience as distorted...
“way finding” information. This would mean to collage a series of maps based on the scale of travel and destination into a visually continuous mapped representation from a starting point of let’s say, Zurich to Boston taking into account the scale of movement involved in the different transportation devices. The 7 hour plane trip might take a lot of time and distance of the total trip but very little attention in terms of navigation and may therefore be only marginally represented whereas the last 200 yards to the unknown house of a friend would have to be very detailed.

5.1.4 Collaborative Work Environment

The advantage of digital space is being applied to the task of collaborative working environment. The visual space is useful in providing a visual context of the data elements shared by a group of people involved in the collaboration. The tool allows users to get an overview of the current topics that are being worked on and associate the people with the projects they are currently working on through visual relations. It is possible to visually monitor the progress of a project through the area and constellation of the elements it contains. The digital space allows for physical mobility while keeping a continuous presence within the digital space allowing for the expansion of the personal workspace overlaid on representations of physical its locations. The development of applications that implement actual working tools for collaborative features lies outside the scope of this thesis and will be explored in a continuation of the project following this thesis.
5.1.4.1. Collaborative Aspects of Digital Space

The notion of the digital set as a spatial entity poses the question of the qualities of this spatial entity in regard to interaction between different users within that space. The chat room is a very widespread installation serving the purpose of multi-user exchange based on a language space. The properties of the language space are that there is a locality to the typed language exchange in the form of a typing window in which a linear sequence of the conversations is displayed, headed with the identification synonym of each user contribution. Based on these rudimentary properties it is quite surprising how successful this principle is. Other examples of VRML worlds like for instance alpha world have been developed with a simulation of physical Cartesian space in mind. Avatars represent the users and their movement in a Cartesian space reflects their position within the world. In the case of alpha world the chat room model is still intact in parallel though and most people end up leaving their avatars motionless and use the chat room solely. Which makes sense since the visual world that is presented to them through the simulation represents little more then clues of who is present and the majority of the exchange is being received through language. How can the visual component of multi-user exchange be addressed more successfully? There is certainly the option of aiming at higher level of simulation to try to achieve a better match with the visual clues of the physical world. An alternative would be to focus on the genuine qualities of the digital media on which the exchange is based on and how content is
represented through its visual components. The size of the individual component is scaled to allow the complete content to fit within the visual frame of reference. The users who are accessing the space are not necessarily represented through a visual clue. Their influence on the space through their point of attention is mapped onto the space through the memory of the space. The arrangement of the data content on the image space is different for each user based on their point of attention. The distortion viewing principle allows them to almost instantaneously access each part of the information through a direct line of sight.

The content carriers are sensitive to points of attention and in another dimension sensitive to the content of other information carriers. Matching or similar related content will attract each other and result in proximity in the image space. The same is true for the point of attention. All information content has a desire to be seen. This interest is expressed through the tendency of the information content to drift towards the point of attention of the users. This results in a response of the information space even when the point of attention is static since the elements are reorganizing themselves based on the attraction forces of the stationary and mobile points of attention.
6. Discussion

6.1. Architecture and the Digital Medium

Architects have early on been among those who have most appreciated the digital medium. If I say Architects I do not mean Architects in general but a few visionaries who stepped outside their professional boundaries and took on the medium. This is probably true for other professional fields as well but in few other areas there has been so much opposition to the medium by those who have refused to embrace the medium. Even today there is a lot of suspicion and irony in the way professionals in the field address the medium. This has a lot to do with personal insecurities towards the medium and what it is capable of doing but also a general belief that architecture is tied to the physical space and should not be too far removed from it.

The other aspect is the aspect of design. From a professional viewpoint the medium has been integrated fairly well. The drafting has almost disappeared making way for the digital based drawing. 3D modeling is further dominating the visualization area, and architects are in general making full use of the available techniques. Architecture has a lot to do with higher level abstraction and structuring in order to be able to handle very large amounts of detail at a design level. This quality is in many ways similar to the development of software. The difference lies in the digital space that the structure is being placed into. Of course, architecture is not limited to these aspects, in particular not in the process of building
and detailing, which one might argue is the main part of architecture.

**6.2. Architecture and Image Space**

A similar process to the integration of the digital medium today was taking place in the renaissance with the development of perspective. Perspective was introducing a scientific method into the representation of space and objects. Perspective was innovative over previous depiction methods in the sense that it did not distinguish between object and background.

The reason this thesis is being written in the Architecture department is that I believe Architecture has developed out of coping with the demands of physical space and the people inhabiting it. It is a multi-layered discipline with one of the longest traditions of mankind. It stems from the fundamental need for shelter and the development of society and culture and its expression through physical form. The physical aspect of Architecture has been the dominant and persistent factor in the evaluation of architecture. The physical form persists over time, shapes our everyday lives and is being used and therefore cared for by the people inhabiting it. This is of course not generally true but certainly for the pieces that have outlasted time and shape the history of the discipline. Architecture necessitates individual interpretation since it is necessary to experience it in person through ones own body to access its qualities. Physical space is its medium and movement in space through time delineates its experiential quality. The experience of architecture is through the bodily
senses with a large emphasizes on vision. The body gives scale to the spaces both through the point of vision and through the relative size of things to the body.

Visual media has a long history in the development of architectural structures. The plan as a medium to represent the building for visualization both for reading the building and constructing it has developed its own language. Perspective of the Renaissance has created a method for objectively rendering visual constructions as a standardized representation for construction and representation. The use of the image for architecture has been mostly for reasons of representation. The image is a literal representation for the architecture being depicted. The image being a plane however, cannot substitute for the physical spatial construct of architecture. The perspective comes closes to substituting the physical construct since it constructs the optical image projected on the image plane. The image is singular view of an infinite amount of views in the architectural space it is representing. Also the image does not capture the bodily sensorial experience of the physical space. The viewer is capable of reconstructing the space from an image based on prior experiences of similar spaces. The image becomes a substitute reality capable of invoking the idea of the space depicted.

Image Space in the Digital Media.- With the development of computing and the existence of real time computing in the 1950’s the images space has shifted from being a purely representational medium to one capable of simulation. The image

Markus Nowak - builds pure visual spaces from spatial composition. The images are derived from digital three dimensional models and rendered onto an image plane.
can be generated in real time based on the interaction with a user providing a visual input similar to that being perceived in a physical space. Simulation creates parallel space representation of the physical space. Imagespace in the digital medium reaches beyond simulation - the medium has its own Reality.

Prof. John Maeda's work has pioneered the use of the digital medium as its own aesthetic and expressionist entity in exploring visual interactivity through movement and color. “Timepaint” is a variation of the common drawing interface. By adding the dimension of time to the drawing experience, it differs fundamentally from its static cousins. The act of drawing is reinterpreted from the perspective of time.

In a work for a calendar series the cursor is transformed into a flame that lights up the days of the week and lets them burst like firework. Playful interactivity is the theme of the piece. It is freed from its utilitarian directness and beauty unfolds in the visual reactions.

An important contribution towards the development of imagespace in the digital media is the work of Casey Reas from the Aesthetics and Computation Group headed by Prof. John Maeda. Casey Reas has constructed a series of visual machines that operate on the basis of visual relations, that establish the base for the movement and changes in the visual display. The visual space is an abstract and genuine one that takes the visual properties directly and gives them functionality within its self-defined system.

Golan Levin from the Aesthetics and Computation...
Group developed a series of pieces that process gesture input and produce both sound and visual output in response. The input is not done in symbolic form or through a keyboard but through the interpretation of the path of movement of the user’s hand. The interaction is therefore based on its own visual language that is used to interpret the gesture and direct the generation of sound and image.

6.3. On Distance

Physical space is defined through distances between all points contained within it. The space-time continuum determines that to cover any distance time is involved in completing the move. There cannot be physical omnipresence. This defines architecture very strongly since the physical construct is experienced in a temporal sequence cannot be grasped at once in its entity. It takes time to cover distance and the space evolves. Scale becomes apparent through the passing of time compared to the experience of the moving body.

In digital space the same does not hold true. Of course the physical laws that describe the physical world are not undone in the digital world but they act at a different level. The experiential level is modifiable since it does not rely on the laws of physic but merely implements on top of them. Physical distance is almost irrelevant in digital space aside from running times through. Omnipresence is a possibility if one accepts the representation in the digital reality as a presence. These are properties highlight a few of the differences of digital and physical space. Omnipresence

The image “score” is recording the gesture input of the user and is read in by the system to generate the sound composition.
In physical space the presence of many people causes the problem of assembly spaces. How does a grouping of many people look like in digital space? Both the scale and the time of such presences in the digital realm are not limited. There are no physical constraints to a dimensionless space. The constraints come into play if one considers how to make the persons involved aware of their presence and how this can be visualized. The dimensionless space would suggest a collapse of all information into a point, but the point would not be visible. Giving the space dimensions in order to visualize it opens up the question what dimensions to use. One choice is the use of the physical space metaphor that is being widely used. It offers the advantage of being able to connect to the presented information by using prior experience. The prior acquired information is useful up to a point where the example does not leave the area of the metaphor. Once the limits of the metaphor are reached the metaphor becomes confusing since it suggests different readings then those used to explain the event.

6.4. Limitations of the Physical Metaphor

Presence - our presence is a continuum in physical space. We perceive the presence of others through their appearance or through the traces they leave in physical space or through the works they leave behind. Digital presence is not dependent on continuity. The presence can split and be disrupted without endangering the person responsible for it.

On retina display technique by microvision. The image is directly projected onto the retina instead of viewed from a screen device. This allows the seamless integration of digital images into the image derived from physical space.
7. Conclusion

7.1. Focus on the Development of Visual Navigation Models

I believe in the possibility and validity of an architecture of digital space. One also talks about the architecture of the machine. The term applies to the inherent structure of the machine that is often referred to as architecture. It is to be understood as a hierarchy or as a layout of the components of the system. However, architecture in broad terms reaches beyond the scope of engineering systems in the aspect that it incorporates people and a sense of space that is not driven by engineering concerns. The increasing demand projected upon the digital realm through the popularity of the internet has changed the expectations of the medium. It is developing its own qualities out of the dynamics of popularity and its own underlying properties. Currently there is a lack of use of the medium in its genuine form although it has substantially changed over the last years with the appearance of programs like flash. Flash as a popular portable application helped to spread interactive graphics to a large audience. The direction it could go to is to have a larger audience exposed to and knowledgeable of programming. John Maeda’s DBN language is pointing in the right direction and hopefully will gain enough influence to create awareness among designers towards addressing the need to explore the structure of the medium. The medium has defining properties. These could be listed as being dimensionless, immaterial, electronically based and theoretical timeless. The
limitations of these properties have created great
deals of frustration when they were encountered
with the expectations of finding an unconstraint
replication of physical space in the digital medium.
I believe it is worth the effort to try to develop the
properties of the medium into an framework and
platform for possible development of meaningful
constructs in digital space. What perspective
achieved in the Renaissance was establishing a
reproducible method for the depiction of physical
space that was not dependent on the individuals’
perception anymore. The depiction was rather
based on a mathematical model of projection.
To me, what is necessary today is a model that
allows for the incorporation of the properties of
digital space into a depiction model. An important
aspect is the variable number of people that
can participate in the space model, I outlined in
this thesis. This suggests the inappropriateness
of a single point of view perspectival model. It
is necessary to find reproducible methods for
mediating between the views of many to construct
an individual view based on a collective model.
Currently most software applications focus on
the visual outcome of their operation. The model
that can serve digital space has to focus more
on the underlying structure and make it part
of the experience. The thesis concludes with
a suggestion to a further focus point on the
development of visual navigation techniques to
anticipate increased demand in the information-
processing realm. As devices become smaller
and more omnipresent the visual accessing and
interaction will become more important and the
acceptance of keyboard input be less due to
space constraints and time constraints.
I believe we are entering a post-perspectival era in which other depiction models will take over from the dominating perspectival one. The new models will have to bridge between the individual “painter's” view of medieval times and the reproducible “scientific” view of modernity in creating an integral model which adapts itself to the users and their intent.

7.2. Future development

7.2.1. Hardware enhancements

Gaze trackers are quite humble for the moment and do not perform in the intuitive and reliable way our vision works. Future gaze tracking hopefully will work without the necessity for special devices [Hermann Helmholtz institute Berlin example] The methods of interfacing the digital realm span between two extremes. One is the complete integration of the interface into the body with on retina displays that augment vision and expand the physical-visual domain with the digital depiction. The other extreme is to reinsert the properties of digital space back into the physical realm and operate the interface at an architectural scale. In this case the hardware would be the building itself the interface would be undirected and ubiquitous. A room could be an input device, a person a point of attention. The response could be visual through the surfaces of the room or physical through a kinetic response of the surfaces.

I prefer to think of the model as a model that tries to close in on the min, which approaches cognitive structures rather then physical structures.
7.2.2. Visual communication

The display has great limitations in being a rather inflexible, stationary object that does not travel well. Other retina display techniques are being developed and might prove useful to enhance and augment the users’ view and lead to a bridge between the abstract digital space and the physical one. One can think of an augmented vision via the eye displaying relevant additional information in spatial or abstract format into the view of a person. This idea is nothing new but the aspect of integrating it seamlessly into the visual field and utilizing it for interaction through the point of attention opens up a new dimension for interaction and navigation.

7.2.3. Closing remarks

The Thesis is a continuation of my previous thesis in Architecture at the University of the Arts, Berlin in 1998 - which dealt with the simulation of digital space. With the frustration of the available representations grew the desire to develop a unique and genuine language for the medium. Although the thesis has not achieved that goal, I believe it is valid as an inspiration and motivation to others to push forward the limits of the perception of the digital realm and to search for genuine forms of expressions for the digital medium. I believe in the development of the digital medium as a space of growing importance, not in direct competition with physical space but rather as an augmentation of our physical presence geared towards our cognitive capabilities and abstract visual senses.
It is important to teach the fundamentals of the medium in order to expand its understanding and I hope that this will be the continuation of this thesis.

Prof. John Maeda and the Aesthetics and Computation Group have taken on that challenge for several years now and the examples of the “fundamentals of computational design” show the progress.
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